H6150 HOANG HOA THAM (VIETNAM, 1987)
(Other titles: The leader in brown [or brown shirt]; Horizon in flames; Lua chay duong chan troi; Thu linh au nao)

Pt. 1. Thu linh au nao = Leader in brown shirt
Pt. 2. Lua chay duong chan troi = Horizon in flames

Credits: director, Tran Phuong; writers, Vuong Dan Hoan, Tran Phuong.
Cast: Tra Giang, Doan Dung, Xiem Hue, Ta Duy Ky.
Summary: Historical melodrama set in northern Vietnam in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Concerns the Yen The peasant insurrection led by Hoang Hoa Tham against the French colonialists.
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